REGULATIONS
BERTARELLI FOUNDATION FORUM
Bertarelli Foundation, Amiatapianofestival and Tipa Bertarelli Family, for the audience safety and
in respect of the current pandemic situation, have decided to adopt the following Regulations:



Tickets are nominative and non-transferable; at the entrance of the theatre an identity
document may be requested for a correspondence verification;
Personal information (first name, last name, phone number) will be retained for 14 days
from the date of the event;

Before entering the Bertarelli Foundation Forum







If you have any symptoms compatible with COVID-19, stay at home and contact your
family doctor or the regional Freephone number;
Outside, while waiting to enter the Forum, keep the distance of one metre from other people;
Admission is allowed only with an FFP2 or surgical individual mask that must be worn
for all the duration of the event. Wear the mask before entering the Forum (except for
children under six, individuals with disabilities non compatible with the continuous use of
protections or subjects that interact with the aforementioned). It is mandatory to wear the
mask also outdoors while waiting to enter the Forum;
Your body temperature will be measured before entering; you will not be allowed to enter if
your temperature is higher than 37.5 °C;
It is allowed to enter the Forum starting from 6.15 p.m.

Inside the Bertarelli Foundation Forum








Inside the Forum it is always mandatory to wear the FFP2 or surgical mask;
Please use the hand sanitizer that you can find at the entrance and repeat the sanitization
whenever possible;
It won't be possible for any reason to choose the seat in the concert hall, that will be
assigned by the staff of the Forum strictly according to the order of access;
Follow the directions given by the ushers of the Forum to reach your assigned seat;
It is forbidden to sit in a seat different from the one assigned by the ushers;
Follow the social distancing instructions recommended by the staff of the Forum. The
general rule is to keep an interpersonal distance of one metre;
Restrict your movements within the Forum unless strictly necessary; while moving it is
mandatory to maintain the interpersonal distance of one metre;

At the end of the concert




Wait on your seat for the ushers to arrive, they will show you the exit to use;
To avoid mass-gathering at the exit, follow the instructions given by the ushers;
Keep the interpersonal distance of one metre from other people.

Sanitization of the concert hall and all areas of the Forum is guaranteed through a constant and
controlled certified sanitization service.
Cloakroom service is suspended.

The purchase of the ticket implies acceptance of these Regulations.

